Effects of traditional and cyber homophobic bullying in childhood on depression, anxiety, and physical pain in emerging adulthood and the moderating effects of social support among gay and bisexual men in Taiwan
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Objective: This study examined the differences in the current levels of depression, anxiety, and physical pain in emerging adulthood among gay and bisexual men with various experiences of traditional and cyber homophobic bullying based on gender role nonconformity and sexual orientation and the moderating effects of family and peer support.

Methods: A total of 500 gay or bisexual men (age 20–25 years) in Taiwan were recruited from August 2015 to July 2017. The levels of depression, anxiety, and physical pain among gay or bisexual men who had experienced both traditional and cyber homophobic bullying (n=109), only traditional or cyber bullying (n=173), and neither traditional nor cyber bullying during childhood (n=218) were compared. The moderating effects of family and peer support on the effects of homophobic bullying victimization on depression, anxiety, and physical pain were also examined.

Results: Victims of any type of homophobic bullying in childhood had more severe depression, anxiety, and physical pain in emerging adulthood than nonvictims. Victims of both traditional and cyber homophobic bullying had more severe anxiety in adulthood than victims of only traditional or cyber homophobic bullying. Family but not peer support in childhood moderated the effects of homophobic bullying victimization on current levels of anxiety and physical pain in emerging adulthood among gay and bisexual men.

Conclusion: The results of the present study support that early prevention and intervention for homophobic bullying and enhancement of family support are essential to reduce mental health problems in emergent adults among gay and bisexual men.
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Introduction

Substantial evidence indicates that sexual and gender minorities, including lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and questioning (LGBTQ) youths, experience more severity of depression compared with their heterosexual peers.1,2 Disparities in mental health among LGBTQ youths persist into adulthood and adversely affect their development in social relationships, academic achievements, and self-concepts.3 A recent systematic review confirmed that bullying victimization is one of the prominent risk factors for depression among LGBTQ youths.4 In addition, longitudinal studies have demonstrated...
that prior experiences of homophobic bullying victimization predicted subsequent psychological distress in LGBTQ adolescents. The minority stress hypothesis suggested that homophobic bullying marginalizes LGBTQ youths and negatively affects their mental and physical health. Given that homophobic bullying is prevalent at schools and that depression is significantly associated with suicidality, additional studies examining the factors moderating the association between homophobic bullying victimization and depression in LGBTQ youths are warranted.

Several concerns regarding the effects of homophobic bullying victimization in childhood on mental health disparities in emerging adulthood and the moderators of the effects in LGBTQ youths warrant investigation. First, compared with depression, the relationships between homophobic bullying victimization and anxiety and physical pain in LGBTQ youths have been less examined. A previous study reported that homophobic name-calling by nonfriends was associated with increased anxiety symptoms over a 1-year period among lesbian, gay, and bisexual students, whereas another study reported that bullying victimization was not associated with anxiety symptoms among young gay and bisexual men. According to our review of relevant literature, no study has evaluated the relationship between homophobic bullying victimization and physical pain in early adulthood, followed by those who had experienced only traditional bullying, and neither traditional nor cyber bullying during childhood, as well as the moderating effects of family and cyber homophobic bullying, only traditional or cyber bullying, and neither traditional nor cyber bullying during childhood, as well as the moderating effects of family support on the relationship between homophobic harassment and depression.

Second, compared with the traditional forms of homophobic bullying, including verbal, social, and physical, cyber bullying in LGBTQ youths has been less investigated, although almost half the LGBTQ youths experience online peer victimization. Studies have demonstrated that adolescent victims of cyber bullying are more likely to experience depression and anxiety than adolescent nonvictims. Another study demonstrated that multiple marginalization indicators interact synergistically and therefore degrade the health status of a population. Whether combined traditional and cyber bullying has additional effects on mental health problems compared with only traditional or cyber bullying warrants further investigation.

Third, no study has examined the moderating effects of family and peer support on the association between homophobic bullying victimization and depression, anxiety, and physical pain in Asian LGBTQ youths. According to the ecological systems theory, family and peer support may have protective effects on homophobic bullying. A review confirmed that family and peer support can protect LGBTQ youths from depression. However, the results of previous studies on the moderating effect of family support on the association between homophobic bullying victimization and mental health problems in LGBTQ youths are inconsistent. Konishi and Saewyc demonstrated that parental support buffered the negative effect of bullying victimization on social–emotional difficulties, whereas Poteat et al did not observe similar buffering effects of family support on the relationship between homophobic victimization and suicidality. Moreover, another study demonstrated that improved friendship quality mediates the association between homophobic harassment and depression. Compared with European and North American countries, Asian countries exhibit much less tolerance for homosexuality. LGBTQ youths may hesitate to seek support from families and peers when they experience homophobic bullying. Whether family and peer support can buffer the effects of homophobic bullying victimization on mental health problems in Asian LGBTQ youths warrants further investigation.

Emerging adulthood is a phase of the life span between adolescence and full-fledged adulthood where adolescents become more independent and explore various life possibilities. Several psychiatric disorders including anxiety, mood, impulse control, and substance use disorders begin during emerging adulthood. The present study examined the differences in the current levels of depression, anxiety, and physical pain in emerging adulthood among gay and bisexual men who had experienced both traditional and cyber homophobic bullying, only traditional or cyber bullying, and neither traditional nor cyber bullying during childhood, as well as the moderating effects of family and peer support on the effects of homophobic bullying victimization on depression, anxiety, and physical pain. According to the minority stress hypothesis, we hypothesized that gay and bisexual men who had experienced both traditional and cyber homophobic bullying in childhood have the most severe depression, anxiety, and physical pain in emerging adulthood, followed by those who had experienced only traditional or cyber bullying and the nonvictims. According to the ecological systems theory, we hypothesized that family and peer support buffers the effects of homophobic bullying victimization on depression, anxiety, and physical pain.

Methods
Participants
Participants were recruited through advertisements on the Internet, including Facebook, bulletin board systems, and the home pages of five health promotion and counseling
centers for the LGBT community from August 2015 to July 2017. The advertisement was also mailed to the LGBT student clubs of 25 colleges. Individuals who exhibited any deficits (for example, intellectual disability or substance use) that prevented them from understanding the study purpose or completing the questionnaires were excluded. A total of 500 gay (n=371) or bisexual (n=129) men aged between 20 and 25 years who came from all over Taiwan were recruited in this study. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants prior to assessment. This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Kaohsiung Medical University Hospital.

Measures

Chinese version of the School Bullying Experience Questionnaire

We used six items from the self-reported Chinese version of the School Bullying Experience Questionnaire (C-SBEQ) to evaluate experiences of traditional bullying in primary (grades 1–6), junior high (grades 7–9), and senior high (grades 10–12) schools based on their gender role nonconformity and sexual orientation at schools, afterschool classes, tutoring schools, and part-time workplaces. Two forms of traditional bullying victimization were evaluated: verbal ridicule and relational exclusion (three items for experiencing social exclusion, mean name-calling, and ill-speaking; for example, “How often have others spoken ill of you because they thought of you as a sissy [they found you homosexual or bisexual]?”), and physical aggression and theft of belongings (three items for experiencing physical abuse, forced work, and confiscation of money, school supplies, and snacks; for example, “How often have others beaten you up because they thought of you as a sissy [they found you homosexual or bisexual]?”). The responses to these six items were graded on a 4-point Likert scale, with scores ranging from 0 (never) to 3 (all the time). Cronbach’s α values of the scales for evaluating cyber bullying victimization because of gender role nonconformity and sexual orientation were 0.71 and 0.86, respectively. In the present study, the participants who rated 1 for any item were identified as self-reported victims of cyber bullying.

Mandarin Chinese version of the Center for Epidemiological Studies-Depression Scale (MC-CES-D)

We used the 20-item self-administered MC-CES-D to assess the frequency of depressive symptoms in the preceding week of the study. The items were graded on a 4-point scale. Higher total MC-CES-D scores indicated more severe depression. Cronbach’s alpha for the MC-CES-D in the present study was 0.92.

State subscale on the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory form Y

We used the 20 items from the self-administered State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI-S) form Y to assess participants’ current anxiety symptoms. The items were graded on a 4-point Likert scale, with scores ranging from 1 (not at all) to 4 (very much so). Higher total STAI-S scores indicated more severe anxiety. Cronbach’s alpha for the STAI-S in the present study was 0.87.

Physical pain subscale of the Taiwanese Quality of Life Questionnaire for Adolescents

We used three items on the pain subscale from the self-administered Taiwanese Quality of Life Questionnaire for Adolescents to measure physical pain over the preceding 2 weeks, with questions including “Do you worry about pain?”, “Do you have any difficulty in managing or coping with pain?”, and “Does your pain interfere with things you need to do?” Each item was rated on a 5-point Likert scale, with scores ranging from 1 (not at all) to 5 (very much). A higher total score indicated more severe physical pain. Cronbach’s coefficient for the pain subscale was 0.72 in the present study.
Chinese version of the Family and Peer Adaptation, Partnership, Growth, Affection, Resolve (APGAR) Index

We used the 5-item self-administered Chinese version of the Family APGAR Index to measure participants’ satisfaction with aspects of family support during childhood. Each item was rated on a 4-point Likert scale, with scores ranging from 0 (never) to 3 (always). We also transformed the Family APGAR Index to the Peer APGAR Index to measure participants’ satisfaction with aspects of peer support during childhood. Higher total scores on the Family and Peer APGAR represented a higher level of family and peer support, respectively. Cronbach’s α for the Family and Peer APGAR indices in the present study was 0.86 and 0.87, respectively. In the present study, we classified participants whose total scores on the Family and Peer APGAR indices were higher than the median scores of all participants as having high family and peer support, respectively.

Sociodemographic data

We assessed participants’ age and paternal and maternal education level. In Taiwan, the duration of compulsory fundamental education is 9 years; accordingly, participants were divided into those with a high parental education level (parents completed 9 years of compulsory fundamental education) and those with a low parental education level (parents did not complete 9 years of compulsory fundamental education).

Procedure and statistical analysis

Research assistants explained the procedures and methods for completing the research questionnaires to the participants individually. The participants could propose any question when they had problems on completing the questionnaires, and the research assistants resolved their problems. Data analysis was performed using SPSS 20.0 statistical software (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA).

Differences in the current levels of depression, anxiety, and physical pain in emerging adulthood were different in terms of the participants’ age, parental education level, sexual orientation, and perceived family and peer support during childhood. According to the criteria, moderation occurred when the interaction term for the predictor (bullying victimization) and the hypothesized moderator (age, parental education level, sexual orientation, and perceived family and peer support) were significantly associated with the dependent variable (depression, anxiety, and physical pain) after controlling for the main effects of both the predictors and hypothesized moderator variables. If bullying victimization and hypothesized moderators were significantly associated with mental health problems, the interactions (bullying victimization × hypothesized moderators) were further incorporated into the regression analysis to examine the moderating effects. A p-value of 0.05 was used to indicate significance in all statistical tests.

Results

Participants’ sociodemographic characteristics, levels of depression, anxiety, and physical pain in emerging adulthood, and experiences of traditional and cyber bullying victimization in childhood are presented in Table 1. In total, 190 (38%) and 201 (40.2%) participants were reported victims of traditional and cyber homphobic bullying in childhood, respectively, and 282 (56.4%) were reported victims of any type of homophobic bullying in childhood.

Depression, anxiety, and physical pain among participants who had experienced various types of bullying homophobic victimization

The differences in the current levels of depression, anxiety, and physical pain in emerging adulthood among victims with various experiences of homophobic bullying in childhood examined using ANOVA are presented in Table 2. The results indicated that victims of both traditional and cyber homophobic bullying had not only more severe depression, anxiety, and physical pain than nonvictims but also more severe anxiety than victims of only traditional or cyber homophobic bullying.

Association between bullying victimization and depression, anxiety, and physical pain

The associations between homophobic bullying victimization in childhood and current levels of depression, anxiety,
and physical pain examined using multiple regression analysis are presented in Table 3. The results indicated that after controlling for the effects of other factors, victims of any type of homophobic bullying in childhood had more severe depression ($p<0.001$), anxiety ($p=0.021$), and pain ($p<0.001$) than nonvictims.

**Moderators of the association between bullying victimization and mental health problems**

Except among participants who had experienced homophobic bullying victimization, the participants with low family support in childhood had more severe depression ($p<0.001$), anxiety ($p<0.001$), and physical pain ($p=0.019$) than those with high family support. In addition, the participants with low peer support in childhood had more severe depression ($p=0.007$) and anxiety ($p=0.007$) than those with high peer support. Thus, the moderating effects of perceived family and peer support in childhood on the associations between homophobic bullying victimization during childhood and current depression, anxiety, and physical pain levels in emerging adulthood were further examined. The results revealed that the interaction variable of low family support×victims of homophobic bullying was significantly associated with anxiety ($p=0.012$) and pain ($p=0.017$), indicating that family support moderated the associations between homophobic bullying victimization and current anxiety and physical pain levels. Further examination revealed that the positive association between homophobic bullying victimization and anxiety existed only among the participants with low family support ($p<0.001$), but not among those with high family support ($p=0.585$). In addition, the positive association between homophobic bullying victimization and physical pain existed only among the participants with low family support ($p<0.001$), but not among those with high family support ($p=0.418$). However, family support did not moderate the association between homophobic bullying victimization and depression, and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of bullying victimization</th>
<th>Depression on the MC-CES-D, mean (SD)</th>
<th>Anxiety on the STAIS, mean (SD)</th>
<th>Physical pain on the TQOLA, mean (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Victims of both traditional and cyber bullying (BV) (n=109, 21.8%)</td>
<td>21.1 (10.5)</td>
<td>24.2 (12.4)</td>
<td>4.4 (2.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victims of only traditional or cyber bullying (OV) (n=173, 34.6%)</td>
<td>19.2 (10.9)</td>
<td>20.7 (11.8)</td>
<td>4.2 (2.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonvictims (NV) (n=218, 43.6%)</td>
<td>14.3 (8.7)</td>
<td>18.2 (10.5)</td>
<td>3.3 (2.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>21.026</td>
<td>10.132</td>
<td>11.532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$-value</td>
<td>$&lt;0.001$</td>
<td>$&lt;0.001$</td>
<td>$&lt;0.001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post hoc</td>
<td>BV, OV&gt;NV</td>
<td>BV&gt;OV&gt;NV</td>
<td>BV, OV&gt;NV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** $^*$Analysis of variance.

**Abbreviations:** MC-CES-D, Mandarin Chinese version of the Center for Epidemiological Studies-Depression Scale; STAIS, State subscale on the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory form Y; TQOLA, Taiwanese Quality of Life Questionnaire for Adolescents.
The present study demonstrated that victims of any type of homophobic bullying in childhood had more severe depression, anxiety, and physical pain in emerging adulthood than nonvictims. Victims of both traditional and cyber homophobic bullying had more severe anxiety in adulthood than nonvictims. Victims of only traditional or cyber homophobic bullying had more severe anxiety in adulthood than nonvictims. The positive associations between homophobic bullying victimization and anxiety and physical pain in emerging adulthood were observed only among the gay and bisexual men, family but not peer support in childhood moderated the effects of homophobic bullying victimization on current levels of anxiety and physical pain in adulthood among gay and bisexual men. The positive associations between homophobic bullying victimization and depression and anxiety in emerging adulthood than nonvictims of homophobic bullying in childhood had more severe depression and anxiety in emerging adulthood than nonvictims. According to the minority stress hypothesis, homophobic bullying is one of the most powerful stressors that marginalize LGBTQ youths during the development process. Homophobic bullying causes stressful experiences, anticipating these stressful experiences, and internalization of negative biases in LGBTQ youths, all of which increase the risks of both being bullied in childhood and high levels of depression and anxiety problems in adulthood. Homophobic bullying may also increase the possibility of homophobic bullying resulting from depression and anxiety proneness. However, the development of the relationship between homophobic bullying and anxiety proneness involving the factors that mediate the relationship between bullying victimization and physical pain in adulthood is unknown. A possible mechanism of the relationship between homophobic bullying and anxiety proneness involves the factors that mediate the relationship between bullying victimization and depression. Research revealed that both depression and physical pain in gay and bisexual men. However, the development of the relationship between bullying victimization and physical pain in adulthood is unknown.

### Discussion

Consistent with the results of previous studies, the present study focused on bullying due to gender role nonconformity and sexual orientation, which distorts the victims’ cognitive and emotional controls, which disturb the victims’ cognitive and emotional controls, which marginalize LGBTQ youths during the development process. Homophobic bullying causes stressful experiences, anticipating these stressful experiences, and internalization of negative biases in LGBTQ youths, all of which increase the risks of both being bullied in childhood and high levels of depression and anxiety problems in adulthood. Homophobic bullying may also increase the possibility of homophobic bullying resulting from depression and anxiety proneness. However, the development of the relationship between homophobic bullying and anxiety proneness involves the factors that mediate the relationship between bullying victimization and physical pain in adulthood is unknown. A possible mechanism of the relationship between homophobic bullying and anxiety proneness involves the factors that mediate the relationship between bullying victimization and physical pain in adulthood is unknown.

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Depression</th>
<th>Anxiety</th>
<th>Pain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beta t</td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>Beta t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.020 0.473</td>
<td>0.637 0.015</td>
<td>0.354 0.723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low paternal education</td>
<td>0.021 0.466</td>
<td>0.642 0.019</td>
<td>0.412 0.680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low maternal education</td>
<td>0.034 0.745</td>
<td>0.457 0.031</td>
<td>0.669 0.504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual orientation</td>
<td>-0.051 -1.228</td>
<td>0.220 -0.046</td>
<td>-1.105 0.270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low family support</td>
<td>0.245 5.583</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 0.191</td>
<td>2.994 0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low peer support</td>
<td>0.117 1.276</td>
<td>0.007 0.016</td>
<td>0.113 0.213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victims of bullying</td>
<td>0.203 4.808</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 0.477</td>
<td>3.587 &lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low peer support×victims of bullying</td>
<td>0.078 1.122</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** Multiple regression analysis. *Bisexuality as the reference.
and anxiety significantly mediated the relationship between bullying victimization and physical pain among adolescents.\textsuperscript{40} Moreover, on the basis of the transactional model of coping,\textsuperscript{41} victims of homophobic bullying may develop physical symptoms such as physical pain to cope with bullying if they evaluate their coping abilities and resources as insufficient. The results of the present study suggested that for physical pain management in gay and bisexual men, clinical and educational professionals should consider the possibility of being bullied and provide adequate interventions to reduce homophobic bullying victimization.

In the present study, no difference in the levels of depression and physical pain was observed between victims of both traditional and cyber homophobic bullying and victims of only traditional or cyber homophobic bullying, whereas victims of both traditional and cyber homophobic bullying had more severe anxiety than victims of only traditional or cyber homophobic bullying. Although additional studies are required to replicate the results and further examine the development mechanism of the discrepancy, the present study results may indicate that multiple forms of bullying may interact synergistically and therefore increase anxiety among gay and bisexual men. Experiencing both traditional and cyber homophobic bullying indicates comprehensive and persistent social difficulties in victims’ lives. The victims may have persistent psychological and physiological responses to traditional and cyber bullying, which may result in anxiety.\textsuperscript{42}

In the present study, family support in childhood exhibited a buffering effect on the positive associations between homophobic bullying victimization and anxiety and physical pain in gay and bisexual men. Studies have demonstrated that the presence of at least one significant adult is a means for fostering resiliency among youths identified as being “at risk”.\textsuperscript{43,44} A review study on the LGBTQ population demonstrated that family support is one of the protective factors for mental health problems.\textsuperscript{4} Although family is not the only source of social support for sexual minority youths, family is the rearing environment that directly supports the youths’ during their growth. However, many homosexual and bisexual youths face or fear parental rejection because of their sexual orientation.\textsuperscript{45} Therefore, interventions that help families become more accepting of homosexual and bisexual youths may have beneficial health effects, including decreased anxiety and physical pain.

Given that peer support is one of the prominent protective factors for depression in LGBTQ youths,\textsuperscript{4} we hypothesized that peer support buffers the associations between homophobic bullying victimization and depression, anxiety, and physical pain in sexual minority youths. However, the results of the present study did not support this hypothesis. In addition, a previous study revealed that peer support is less protective than family support for difficulties in school performance among sexual minority youths.\textsuperscript{46} Although the present study did not ask the participants who the bullying perpetrators were (the perpetrators could be victims’ peers, school personnel, colleagues at work, or anyone unknown), peers might be the main perpetrators of homophobic bullying. No formal prevention and intervention program that recruited peers as the supporting providers, such as the Gay–Straight Alliance program,\textsuperscript{47} has been implemented in Taiwan. Research on the effects of peer group negativity demonstrated that even if antisocial youths constitute a minority of a peer group, they can shift the behavior climate to a negative direction.\textsuperscript{48} Aggressive peer group social climate accounts for an increase in the use of homophobic language,\textsuperscript{49} which is associated with bullying.\textsuperscript{50} Thus, sexual minority youths may not perceive enough peer support for comforting their hurt feelings when they encounter homophobic bullying from peers. Although we did not determine the buffering effect of peer support on the association between homophobic bullying victimization and mental health problems in the present study, we observed that perceived low peer support in childhood was significantly associated with depression and anxiety in emerging adulthood among gay and bisexual men. The results supported that peer support enhancement for sexual minority youths should be included in prevention and intervention programs of bullying for sexual minority youths.

Both gays and lesbians were more likely to be the victims of bullying compared with heterosexuals.\textsuperscript{51} However, research found that boys with sexual minority or gender nonconformity have a higher risk to encounter negative criticism and a lower level of subjective school safety than girls with sexual minority or gender nonconformity.\textsuperscript{52} Moreover, girls have higher levels of depression,\textsuperscript{53} anxiety,\textsuperscript{54} and pain\textsuperscript{55} compared with boys. Thus, the present study focused on gay and bisexual men. Further study is needed to examine the relationship of childhood homophobic bullying victimization with depression, anxiety, and pain in emerging adulthood among lesbian and bisexual women.

The present study has several limitations. First, this study obtained data on participants’ homophobic bullying victimization and family and peer support retrospectively, and therefore recall bias might have been introduced. However, bullying victims may have strong emotional reactions to such events and may develop vivid and lasting memories of such experiences, thereby reducing the possibility of recall bias.\textsuperscript{55}
Second, study data were exclusively self-reported. Therefore, the use of only a single data source may have influenced our findings and resulted in shared-method variances. Third, we did not evaluate participants’ levels of depression, anxiety, and physical pain in childhood. Whether these mental health problems persisted from childhood to emerging adulthood and interfered with their relationships with bullying victimization warrants further investigation. We also did not evaluate whether the participants have encountered physically aggressive bullying that resulted in persistent physical pain into adulthood. Fourth, we did not examine the homophobic bullying perpetrators of the victims. A previous study demonstrated that homophobic name-calling victimization by friends was not associated with changes in psychological distress among adolescents of any sexual orientation, whereas homophobic name-calling by nonfriends was associated with an increased psychological distress over a 1-year period among homosexual and bisexual adolescents.

### Conclusion

Because of the negative effects of homophobic bullying victimization in childhood on depression, anxiety, and physical pain in emerging adulthood, early prevention and intervention for homophobic bullying is required to reduce mental health problems in emerging adulthood among gay and bisexual men. Anxiety is a mental health problem that warrants routine evaluation, particularly among victims of both traditional and cyber homophobic bullying. Enhancement of family support for sexual minority youths should be included in prevention and intervention programs of bullying for sexual minority youths.
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